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Abstract

We discuss the appearance and properties of intermittent fluctuations in physical
systems and, in particular, the formation of rare structures in transport phenomena.
We argue that the randomness is a prinicipal mechanism for the formation of these
intermittent structures and that they can be simulated in terms of the random
multiplicative cascade and/or the linear scalar evolutionary equations with breeding
and diffusion in the short-correlated random medium. In this case the distribution
of fluctuations approach a limiting log-normal statistical distribution. We introduce
the log-normal distribution as a simple parametrization of the energy fluctuations
leading to the subthreshold production of particles in nuclear collisions and show
that it fits all available data both for total TT° production cross section as well as
the 7T° kinetic energy spectra for E/A < 90MeV. It is suggested that the same
universal distribution should also describe the subthreshold production of other
hadrons like 17 and K .

'Invited talk presented at the II TAPS Workshop, Guardamar (Spain), May 31 - June 5, 1993, to be
published by World Scientific
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1 Introduction

For the description of many physical processes , involving complex systems , physicists

try to use simple, averaged quantities. This way of describing the complicated statistical

systems is inprinted in our minds by the unquestionable success of thermodynamics in

describing wide range of phenomena in chemistry, in physics, e.g. for heat and heat-

transfer problems, and in astrophysics.

In thermodynamics, the fluctuations around the thermodynamic mean value obey

generally the Gaussian law and they are small in large systems. In probability theory, the

sum of large number of independent Gaussian variables :

A'jv = ax + a2 + ... + aN , (1)

where < aj >= a and < a,2 >= a2 is itself distributed according to the Gaussian law :

P(XN) —- exp (-(XN - Na)2/2a2N) (2)

and the normalized moments of this distribution :

FP(N) = < A V > / < XN >p —» 1 (3)

tend to 1 when N —* co . In other words, in the limit of large N , relative fluctuations

in the distribution of XN are small ! This is the result of the Central Limit Theorem

(CLT). All these above "experiences" lead physicists to believe in omnipresence of the

Gaussian probability distribution of fluctuations and were the foundation of our "every

day experience" that the random fluctuations tend to cancel. Actually, non-Gaussian

distributions are quite common in nature and, moreover, numerous examples exist show-

ing that strong local fluctuations at various scales may exist even in large, macroscopic

systems. These include hydrodynamic instabilities and turbulent flow in a classical in-

compressible fluid, distribution of luminous matter in the Universe, energy distribution of

cosmic rays, multiparticle distributions in ultrarelativistic collisions of leptons, hadrons

and nuclei, self-exciting magnetic fields in a conducting liquid, localization in disordered

media and many others. Actually, even classical statistical physics incorporates phase



transitions and some ot" them arc as>oeiaied with the spontaneous s y u u n e m Ineakiiiii

and the appearence of large tiuet nations at all scales. One NIUUIWI mention in ilii^ coniexi-

the dynamics of spins (Ising model), the percolation problem hut also the loresi lire-

models . t he cellular automata or the diffusion problem of for example hydrogen atoin>

in solids. What can we learn about the turbulence in the classical incompressible Iliiicl

bv determining the average energy dissipation density £(.F) . neglecting ils stronu spatial

fluctuations which leads to the concentration of ;(.P) in a tiny region of llie space'.1

Figure 1. The numerical simulation of I lie Xavier - Stokes equation in I lie tiirliuli'iii n'»imi'

shows the "hot zones" m a tiny re"ion of the spare where about ftô lX of tin* onnrsy

dissipation i.s coiicenlrated. (From ref. [3] .)

Obviously we cannot nealeil tln-m . siiue ahiuist all the dissipaied e»ei-«y is ctiui-en-

trated in these rare inaxiina. ami tlu-y »ivr ihe main ronl riliiu inn in Imlh I In- mean ami

mean square ol the distribution. Similarly, what is I he use in kiiuvvin^ I lie averaue posi-

tion of the arrows on a watch".' In ilie.se and manv other similar situations ihe avera»!-



quantities . even though well delined. an- all Inn useless.
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Figure 2. On the left hand side, the particle number distribution in one event observed by

the JACEE Collaboration for about 4 TeV/mirl collision of Si - nucleus in the niirlojir

emulsion. The minimal bin MZP i* O.I in p.spiidorapidiiy units. ( From ref. [I] .) On lin- ri^lit

hand side, the particle number distribution lor luidron - proion collision ;ii T2 (!e\ I'm inn-

unusual event. The minimal bin M/«- is O.I in rapidity unit*. Tin* vortical M-SII«* should I"1

mulliplicd by farior 10. (From rof. [l\ .)

An understanding and « description of 1 lie physical processes by wliicli s inir i i in-s lonn

due to "unprobable" and "rare" events requires going beyond the average description. It

is also surprising and unexplriinable from strictly l l iermodynatnic standpoint. One «an

demonstrate that in transport plii-iuiim-na. the primary mechanism tor the appearance ul

the structures is the randomness. This happens even if I he transport problem is described

by the linear differential équations. Actually, the possible nonliiiearity in the transport

phenomenon plays a secondary role, preventing an unbounded growth ol I lie s t ructures



formed. The structures in the random medium take the form of the "peaks and beach"

structures in which the high intensity peaks h(x,t) , localized randomly in space and

time and concentrating the majority of the mass of the distribution are separated by large

size and low intensity regions Ii{x,t) . The rare fluctuations in I(x,t) make the main

contribution to the mean moments of the distribution < I >, < 72 >, < 73 >, ... and

the ratios < I2 >h / < I2 >i, < P >h / < I3 >i, — of the moments over high and

low intensity regions respectively, grow exponentially both in x and t . This peculiar

behaviour of statistical moments in comparison with the Gaussian relation is called the

intermittency. In terms of the Fourier analysis, intermittency is characterized by both a

slow decrease of the contribution from higher Fourier harmonics and an anomalous phase

relations among them which lead to the appearance of individual high peaks.

The intermittency is seen in large amount of systems, including the classical incom-

pressible fluid in a turbulent regime, the distribution of luminous matter, the multipar-

ticle distribution in ultrarelativistic collisions ( Fig. 2), the fragment-size distribution

for certain self-similar binary fragmentation models, the self-exciting magnetic fields in a

conducting liquids, the localization in disordered media and many others. It is indeed an

intriguing question how such strong local fluctuations at small scales can develop in an

uniform and sometimes large and complex system.

Below, we shall discuss the appearance of such rare fluctuations in the transport

problem and show that the randomness is the primary mechanism for the formation of

the structures in transport phenomena. In particular, we shall discuss the phenomenon of

intermittency for a scalar field in a random nonstationary potential. Results of this discus-

sion we shall apply for the description of the particle production in the deeply subthresh-

old heavy-ion collisions. In particular, we shall introduce the log-normal distribution as a

simple parametrization of the energy fluctuations leading to the subthreshold production

of particles in nuclear collisions and show that it fits all available data both for total

-° -production cross section as well as the x° -kinetic energy spectra for E/A < 90MeV.



2 Randomness and Structure Formation

2.1 Thermodynamic Equilibrium

Let us consider a random medium, which is characterized by a random potential in space

U[x,ui) , where w enumerates different possible realizations of the random potential [4] .

We assume, that the distribution of realizations of U is a Gaussian distribution with

< U >= 0 and < U2 >= a2 . For a given value of u the potential is completely

determined.

Let us now consider an equilibrium distribution of a certain substance in such a random

medium :

, u. r. u i ( u \ 2 i r u \ 3 i ,,.
p = poexp[-—} = po 1-pF + ôlPFJ - e l 7^) +••• W

KJ. ^ KJL £, \KX / O \KX J \

In general, the nonlinear relation between p and U in this expression means that the

equilibrium distribution p is not Gaussian. This is obvious for a/kT > 1 . However, for

a/kT «11 the dependence of p on U is linear :

(5)

and one expects naturally that < p > ~ p0 . To verify this statement let us calculate the

potential corresponding to the most probable concentration of the substance. Obviously,

the probability distribution is :

(6)

The functional derivative :

vields :

for

Pmar~exp(<r2f2k2T2) (9)



Consequently :

<p>=jpP(U)dUapoexp{a2/2k2T2) . (10)

The analogous procedure gives for higher moments :

/ r \ 1/2

p2 >W= (J P
2P(U)dU) = Poexp(<T2/k2T2)

a x 1/3
p3P(U)dUJ = poexp(3<r2/2k2T2)

Surprisingly, the successive moments are larger the larger is their rank p , i.e.

< p2 > :§> < p >2, < p* > 3> < p2 >2, efc. . Moreover, the successive averages are

determined not by the most probable value a/kT but rather by y/pcr/kT . Therefore,

even if a/kT <C 1 , we cannot use the linear approximation (5) to calculate the higher

moments of the concentration distribution p : the linear approximation is simply wrong!

This is due to the existence of high and rare peaks in the distribution of p which are

magnified by the nonlinearity of p(U) and for sufficiently high moments these peaks

determine the features of the moments.

2.2 Fluctuations of a Random Quantity

As we said before, the CLT ensures that the sum of a large number of random variables is

itself a Gaussian quantity. An important example of non-Gaussian quantity is provided

by the product of a large number of random quantities :

A'jv = ONXN-I = ajvûAr-iXjV-2 = ajvaiv-i—«i (12)

, where the variables a are random Gaussian variables: < a >= 1, < a2 >= a2 . The

logarithm of the product :

£ = lnAV = lna 1+lna 2 + ... + lnaAr (13)



is then a sum of a large number of random quantities and the CLT applies. The distri- j

bution of f is then given by :

(14)

, where

£o = < l n a >

a2 = < ( l n a ) 2 > - < l n a > 2 , (15)

and is called the log-normal distribution. The moments of XN one obtains by a straight-

forward integration which yields :

^ ) ] ~ exp(^fp2) . (16)

They grow exponentially with N and this growth is faster the higher is the rank of the

moment. In other words, the relative fluctuations grow and may become very large at

large N . To understand better the source of this anomaly, it is instructive to consider a

following simple example [4] . Let us consider a random quantity of a multiplicative type

and let us assume that aj {j = l,...,N) takes on the values 0 and 2 with identical

probabilities 1/2 . This choice ensures that the probability distribution P(a) of random

numbers a,- is normalized and equals one. The random quantity, which is equal to the

product :
N

XN = JJ Cj = aja2...aN (17)

is for large N essentially always equal zero except if all Oj's equal 2 . The probability

for this unique realization : P(Xf/) = P(ai)P(a2)...P(ajv) is extremely low and equals

2~w but XN in this exceptional realization is very large : 2N . The most probable value

of Xff over the distribution P{XN) is certainly zero but the mean value, which equals to

the ratio of the sum of all realizations of the random number Xpi divided by the number

of these realizations :



equals one ! It is this unusual , "rare" realization which at the end determines the mean

value of the distribution P(XN) . This difference between the mean value and the most

probable value in the distribution is the key point to understand the intermittency and

the unusual behaviour of higher moments. One should recall that for Gaussian random

variables the mean value and the most probable value coincide. Let us now calculate

higher moments :

2 0 + 0 + ... + 0 + 22'v
< A » > = 2* " 2

< A V > . 0 + 0 + ... + 0 + * . ,,„_„„

They increase exponentially with N and the subsequent moments increase even faster ,

so that the growth rate of the moments is :

r,-!*^-,-i. (20)

Hence,

r p — * p as p—>oo (21)

One can easily check that this curious result is not related to the presence of zeros and

actually is generic.

2.3 Time - Evolution of a Random Quantity

Random quantities of the multiplicative type arise quite naturally in various evolutionary

problems. In these problems time plays the role of N in previous discussions. Let us

consider a typical evolutionary equation of the unstable type :

^§ = U(UT)X , (22)

where U{UT) is a Gaussian process ( < U >T= 0. < U2 >T= a1 ) characterized by a

short reneval time r . The solution of eq. (30) is of the multiplicative type [4] :

A'(0 = X{to)exp f U(t')dt'~t>T fi (exp[['T U(t')dt'\) , (23)
Jto I = 1 \ J(I-1)T /



and

/ ) £ r]2 + ... + TiN . (24)= 6 = lnA'(*)~ T / U(t')dt') = £ ru =

The CLT ensures that the distribution P(£N) is Gaussian. Consequently, X(t) is an

intermittent random quantity and its distribution is a log-normal distribution.

Obviously, not all evolutionary equations yield as their solution the intermittent ran-

dom quantity. For example the evolutionary equation of the type : dX/dt = U(t', r) gives

the solution which in the limit of large t approaches the Gaussian random variable [4] .

Analogous features to those discussed above for the solutions of eq. (30) can be found

for the linear scalar equations with diffusion and a random breading :

which are often used to describe the kinetics of chemical and nuclear reactions [5] . Here

the intermittency is caused by the spatial fluctuations of the random source (I(x,u) ,

which is assumed to be a random Gaussian variable with a short length scale for the decay

of spatial correlations. Different realizations of this random variable are assigned by index

id and for a given value w , U is a well denned deterministic function.

A more general and physically more sensible modelling of the random source is a white

noise in time with independent (Gaussian) values in different cells Uu(t,x) . The general

solution of the eq. (25) in this case can be written in the form analogous to that of eq.

(22) and they are random intermittent quantities characterized by the moments :

(26)

We shall return to these problems in chapter 6, when discussing the model for the deeply

subthreshold particle production.

3 Dynamical Systems

In this section we shall give an example of strong fluctuations in the dynamical systems,

where the primary source of intermittency is the non-linearity and not the external fluctu-

ations (noise). The deterministic evolution laws, as provided by the ordinary differential

10



equations :

§ (27)
or logistic maps :

x(n + l) = F'(x(n)) (28)

may manifest the chaotic behaviour, which is characterized by a sensitive dependence of

the evolution on the initial condition. Chaotic systems are unpredictible in the sense that

nearby trajectories diverge exponentialy in time. However, the degree of chaoticity often

varies with the time and consequently the mean exponential growth of the uncertainty on

the initial state is not sufficient to characterize the behaviour of the system. For example,

one may observe a regular motion in some portion of phase space for long times, which is

interrupted randomly in time by the bursts of strong chaoticity. This behaviour is called

a temporal intermittency and plays essential role in the transition to turbulence [6] . The

intermittency in dynamical systems is a manifestation of the multifractal nature of the

attractor. In a particular example of the temporal intermittency, it is a signature of the

multifractality with regard to the time dilations in the trajectory space. Characterization

of the global degree of chaos in dynamical systems is done with the help of Lyapunov

exponents, which are linked also to other measures of stochasticity like the Kolmogorov

entropy [7] and the information dimension [S] .

In the chaotic system the initial conditions inside of a sphere of radius e centered

at x(t = 0) in a phase space are deformed into an ellipsoid of semi-axes £;(2) =

e exp(A,-£) along the unit vectors e; in the tangent space. A,- are the Lyapunov ex-

ponents (Aj > A2 > ... > A A/ ) and M is the dimensionality of the phase space. The

positive maximal Lyapunov exponent Aj measures the error growth on the knowledge of

the initial condition, i.e. a small incertitude 6x(t = 0) is exponentially amplified along

?t with characteristic time Ai"1 . For AT 3> Aj (j =£ 1) this means :

6(x(t) ~ | 6x(t = 0) | exp(A1f ) (29)

With the above definition . we can define the response XT(t) by the error growth to a

11



perturbation in X(T) after a time t :

XT(t) cz\6x(t + T)\/\6S(r)\ , (30)

which leads to another suitable definition of the maximal Lyapunov exponent along the

trajectory :

A, = lim,—» j lim7—„ ^ Jf In A'(i') di' = Urn,-.» j < In A'(t) > (31)

The above equation defines the overall characteristic time scale on which the correlations

are lost. To get the information about the fluctuations around this average, let us calculate

the response XT{t = NAt) under the assumption that the correlations are weak. In this

case, the response at the time NAt can be considered as a product of independent

variables XTj = Xi £ XT+i&t(At) :

N-l

Xr(t = NAt) = n Xt(At) (32)
1=0

and as a consequence of the CLT, the probability distribution of XT is given by the

log-normal distribution :

(33)
V— mer ./i y iu"i /

where :

a2 = Iimt_-oo i (< lnX(t)2 > -(A^)2) (34)

Hence, the system is unstable and moreover the distance between any two points ( or

particles in the many-body system ) in the phase space after time t is an intermittent

random quantity. More informations about the fluctuation pattern can be found by

considering the higher rank generalized Lyapunov exponents :

i f / 1 rt+T \ 1 1
= lim,—» - lln Him,-—» ( j , j t W)" dt> ) ) = l i m ' - « J l n * >

(35)

which in this case become :

\ 2 (36)
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The parabolic dependence of L(q) on the rank g is a characteristic signature of the

intermittency in the dynamical systems.

An interesting application of the generalized Lyapunov exponents for the analysis of

the stability of the dynamical system is related to the Langevin eq. :

— = ~—- + T) (37)

where t] is a white noise, i.e. < 77 > = 0 and < rj(t)j](t') >= 6(t — t') . One can show in

this case that [9] :
T.(n\ WV

(38)
q

and as soon as d2V/dx2 is negative for some value of a: , the system becomes unstable

under a small perturbation 1/ .

4 Dynamics of an Incompressible Fluid

Turbulent flows of the incompressible fluid are characterized by their intrinsic instability

and unpredictability. Any small perturbation at a given instant of time leads to a strong

distortion of the flow pattern. The peculiarity of the turbulent flows is in its ability to

transfer momentum and heat among extremely different scales. This process is associated

with the large non-statistical fluctuations. In principle, the statistical mechanics of the

incompressible flow and , in particular in the turbulent regime, could be build up on the

basis of the Navier - Stokes equations. Unfortunately, all analytical approaches encounter

the closure problem, i.e. the dynamical equations for the fluid correlation functions of

a given rank are coupled to the higher order correlation functions. Consequently, the

closure of the infinite hierarchy of equations for the correlation functions at any given

order introduce in the chaotic (turbulent) regime an uncontrollable error in the description

of the flow and its properties. That is the reason why no progress in understanding the

turbulence could be achieved with the correct Navier - Stokes equations. The real progress

in understanding the mechanism of the chaotic energy (momentum) transfer could be

achieved by noticing that the process deals with the hierarchy of structures ("eddies")

13



at different scales [10] . In this picture, the turbulent energy transfer is given by a self-

similar cascade process of "eddy" breaking down, in which there is a transfer of energy to

smaller and smaller scales ("eddies" ) until the fragmentation is stopped by the dissipation.

This semi-phenomenological approach, in which the energy cascade is given in terms of

multiplicative processes with a phenomenological fragmentation function, turned out to

be an extremely successfull theory of the chaotic energy transfer among the "eddies" in

the turbulent flow. It is obvious, that the fragmentation function in this theory should be

related to the nature of singularities of the Navier - Stokes equations, developing at high

Reynolds numbers. Unfortunately, nobody was able until now to explain this relation.

In nuclear physics we should be aware of this example as we are having quite anal-

ogous problems. We are unable to solve the full many-body equations and the effective

kinetic equations, resulting from cutting the BBGKY hierarchy , like the commonly used

Boltzmann type of equations, are difficult to justify in the transient regime of the en-

ergetic heavy-ion collisions. The processes which are most sensible to both high-order

correlations and the instabilities , such as the nuclear multifragmentatkm and the deeply

subthreshold particle production , can be outside the scope of the kinetic models and

one might be obliged to look for the effective theories, like in the case of the classical

incompressible flow in the turbulent regime.

5 Multiplicity Distributions in High Energy Colli-
sions

The scaling properties and the log-normal shape of the scaling function has been es-

tablished with a good accuracy for ultrarelativisitic collisions of particles, in particular in

e+ e~ - collisions [11]. but also in hadron-hadron collisions [12,13] . There is no uniquely (

accepted sxn'anation of the validity of this distribution for the description of the chared

particle - .Inplicity distribution. The log-normal distribution is obtained for any cascade

-like process where the final result of the entire process is a product of the partial results

from the individual steps in the cascade.

Let us consider [14] . . »iat the multiparticle production is a scale invariant process.

14



Let lis consider [1-1] . lliai «lu* nniltipariicle production i.» <i scale iuviiriaui

In the above mentioned-<+ <~ - collision, lin- hranchin<> process starts with two

quarks : e+ t~ —- qq .

0.06

0.04

•5

40 SO 120

Figure 3. Fits of the log-normal (solid curve) and negative binomial (dashed curve)

distributions of the l'Aô daia [12] for /ip collision. ( Kroni ref. [\'-\] .)

The kinetic energy of colliding Hcriruns is coiivnird into ihe* potential energy ol' ;i

string between quarks. In ilie rullcm-in». the siring c;m break lonniii.n H SCIHIIUI pair of

quarks. The sum of the potential energies of bold pairs is smfillpr tluni I lie |>oienli;il

energjr of the primary string because a certain fraction of il has been converted into the

kinetic energy of the two pairs. Each of the strings can break again in tin- ncxi step and

the process continues until the slriii!* potential energy is of 1 lit* order of the hadroni/Hlion

scale.

Hence :



/ = 0

/ = 1

/ = 2

/ = A"

»1 = "lid +c*l)

>ï> = M|(l + Si) = »'lU(l + ;._,)( 1 + ; ,

.Y
n.v = iijv-i( 1 + Sx ) = »o I I ( 1 + £; )

i=ï

, where hi is the number of particles in the i'h generation and s is a random variable.

Consequently the particle multiplicity n\-/nlt. which is I he random nnillipliciiiivc vinialilc.

is distributed log-normally. It is important to not ire 1 hat no detailed informal ion is mvdcd

about the distributions pertaining to I he individual steps, since t he final result will alway*

approach the log-normal as long as the CUT applies.

i r 1

F i g u r e 4 . F i t s o f t h e l u « - i i u r n i a l riiairilxition» i n /*/' ( a ) a n i l / j /» ( l i ) I - I I I M M I I I I S a i

••IHTRÎI'M. (l-ïoiii réf. [1-1] . |



In réf. [13] the log-normal distribution :

P )̂

J

was tried as a simple parametrization of multiplicities of charged ^articles in hadron-

hadron reactions at various energies. In the above formula, n^ ,b the •;••;r^ed particle

multiplicity. The mean of the distribution is :

< nch >= exp (ji + a2) (41)

and its width :

ffnch =< nch > (exp(<r2) - l ) 1 / 2 . (42)

Fig. 3 shows the results for pp collision at y/s = 900GeV and Fig. 4 presents the

log-normal fits of the data at various energies in both pp and pp collisions. For all

these energies the log-normal fit describes well the overall multiplicity distribution of the

multiparticle finai state.

6 Deep - Subthreshold Particle Production

In recent years, much attention has been devoted to the understanding of the heavy-

ion reaction mechanism and , in particular, the cooperative phenomena in the energy

dissipation by looking at the subthreshold particle production. In heavy-ion reactions

free pions can be produced even at bombarding energies well below threshold in nucleon-

nucleon collision [15] . Near the nucléon - nucléon threshold the coupling of the intrinsic

momenta of the projectile and target nucléons could be sufficient to overcome the pion

threshold and explain most of the pion cross section [16]. However, far below the threshold

an important enhancement of the pion yields is observed which cannot be explained by

such a simple hard scattering picture. A large amount of data on inclusive w - production

for bombarding energies above 25 MeV/u are available and have been reviewed in ref.

[15] (see also [17] ). The theoretical interpretation , however, is unsatisfactory and

none of the existing models is capable of describing the pion yields at lowest energies

. Various mechanisms for the production of particles have been proposed including the



hard nucléon - nucléon collisions [18], cooperative multiple collisions [19], coherent pionic

bremsstrahlung [20] and statistical decay of thermal source at equilibrium [21, 22] . At

very low bombarding energies (E/A < 50A/eV) pion production cross section can be

neither understood in models based nucléon - nucléon collisions [18] nor in models using

the statistical phase-space approaches [19, 21] , though in the latter case inclusion of

effects of the quantum statistics saves the statistical approach down to about E/A ~

MMeV [22] 2.

6.1 Instabilities in the Motion of Nucléon in the Random Mediui

A standard tool in describing the nuclear dynamics in the low energy domain is the

Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) model or the Boltzmann-Langevin (BL) model.

Whereas the first model is well suited for the description of nuclear processes involving

small fluctuations around the average, the latter type of models is in principle capable

of describing large fluctuations as well. These large fluctuations can be essential in the

description of both the multifragment deexcitation of hot nuclear residuum [23] and the

particle production in the deeply subthreshold regime. According to the BL model, the

fluctuating phase-space one-body density /(r,p,i) is determined by [24] :

î rn J

where the lhs describes the Vlasov part of the propagation. On the rhs, K(f) is the ;

usual two-particle collision integral of the BUU form, whereas 6K(x,p,t) represents the

fluctuating collision term, usually in the form of a white noise in space-time :

<6K(r,p,t) <6K(?j,t)>=C(pM)6(r-r')6(p-j?) . (44)

C(p,p) in this expression can be explicitely expressed in terms of locally averaged one-

body density.

One may try to justify BUU or BL equations by relating them to the BBGKY hierarchy

of the kinetic equations for N - particle distribution functions. In this case, BUU and
2In ref. [22] , the agreement with the data for E/A < 70MeV is good only for charged pions.
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BL type of models are obtained by «losing ihe hierarchy at the level of ihe two-part ii•!••

correlation functions and by selecting a special form for the two-particle collision inie»ral.

f U • «74M.VJS^H
0 20 40 60 80 100

(MeV)

F i g u r e 5 . P i o n kinetic- energy *| ic(- im from i l io rc i id io i i '-(' + ' - ' (' -" + A" for ilir««i-

different b e a m é n e r g i e * . T h e liisioRriiiu» ropn-seni i l i e B I T i v p i ' c a l c u l a i inn-.. ( F r o m ro(.

[29].) '>

This is necessary, because due to the nonlinearity of the basic equations, if <\£. our

tries to writedown au equatioii for a iwo-particle correlation function, then n 1 hirrl-orclcr

correlation term appears, and soon. In the low density limit and under I he tondit ion thai

the flow of the one-body density is laminar, one may reasonably hope thai the restricted

framework provided by BIT or BL transport equations, yields a correct approximation

of the exact equations for the .V-body density mat ris. However, in the strongly chaotic

domain the approximate equations may be insufficient as the error grows exponentialh.

and so is the loss of the information about the studied system. An analo»ou* situation i'-



present in the classical fluid dynamics for the incompressible fluid in the chaotic regime

where . in contrast to the laminar regime of the fluid, the Navier - Stokes equations on

one hand cannot he replaced by the closed system of equations for the low rank correlation

functions and on the other hand they cannot be solved sufficiently accurate to describe

the data.

Simulations of the BUU or BL equations for energetic heavy-ion collisions show that

these equations develop various instabilities resembling those known before in the Fermi

liquid theory (spinodal instability [23] ) and in the theory of rotating uniformly charged

liquid drop with a surface tension [25] . As a result, the complicated , unstable and non-

analytical flow of the particle distribution appears. In BL approach these instabilities

are further magnified by the coupling of the random fluctuating force 6K to the particle

trajectories which leads to the intermittent type of instabilities of the particle trajectory

in the phase space, as discussed in chapter 3. In the early stage of the collision when the

particle density piles up, the probability for the three and more particle collisions are not

negligible, and the foundation of the Boltzmann type of equations becomes questionable.

This is the so-called transient regime of the collision [26, 27] when the large amplitude

fluctuations in the phase-space develop and determine the "catastrophic" phenomena such

as the copious fragment production or the production of particles in heavy-ion collisions at

energies below the threshold in the N — N collision. We believe that in this regime many

of the quantitative aspects of the BUU and/or BL simulations are not reliable and one

has to look for the semi-phenomenological approach, as in the case of the fluid dynamics

in the chaotic regime, where the energy transfer is described by the random cascading

with a phenomenological fragmentation function. For the description of the nuclear multi-

fragmentation such a semi-phenomenological approach, the Fragmentation - Inactivation

Binary (FIB) model [28] , has been studied recently. This model is equivalent to random

binary cascading fragmentation of the initial mass where at each step a given mass may

either fragment or it becomes inactive according to the phenomenological fragmentation

and inactivation functions. Ultimately, the chosen fragmentation functions have to be

deduced from the experimental data and/or from the analysis of the non-analytical insta-
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e bilties of the dynamical equations. No effective scheme of this type was considered for the

l deeply subthreshold particle production. The BUU type of calculations fail to describe

i the high energy tail of kinetic energy spectra. Typical example of BUU calculations is

e shown in Fig. 5.

6.2 Motion of Particles in the Random Medium

i" To describe the origin of high relative energy of colliding nucléon pairs, which lead to

d the particle production in heavy-ion collision at beam energies much below the particle

threshold in N - N collision, we consider the motion of nucléons as a Wiener process in the

s random short-correlation medium (potential). The relative energy field for nucléon pairs

e is thus considered to be a random quantity , which results from the motion of individual

y nucléons subject to frequent, random fluctuations (not necessary binary collisions). It is

e assumed that the energy transfer to and from environment is chaotic, i.e. any possible

•t orientation effects of the flow are fastly forgotten. The simplest equation modelling such

Ï. a behaviour (22) is an evolutionary equation of the unstable type as discussed in sect,

e ' 2.3. Let us write it again :

h jte(t) = t(t)e(t) • (45)

Now £ field corresponds to the relative energy of a pair of colliding nucléons and £ is the

space-independent Gaussian stochastic variable (white noise) :
e :

:s j <Ç(t)an>=to6(t-t') • (46)

s
The evolution described by the stochastic equation (45) changes the distribution of e leav-

ing its mean value unchanged. Consequently, the energy conservation is ensured for the

a ensemble of colliding nucléons. The characteristics (e.g. the energy or velocity distribu-

tion) of a random medium which is the scene of the transport, diffusion and the self-
y

excitation o: a scalar field, appear in the transport equations as coefficients , i.e. in a

similar way as the potential appears in the Schrodinger equation. In this sense the for-

mulation of the problem as given by the eq. (45) (see also eq. (25) ) differs from that of

a Langevin problem (chapter 3) , in which a given random force figures in the equation
21



of motion. Instabilities similar to those described in (45) are known to occur for example

in the early stage of the collision in the relativistic models of nuclear interactions [30] .

Also at lower energies, numerical simulations of BL equations show strong fluctuations in

the momentum distribution in the first stage of the collision [27] . The detailed nature of

these fluctuations remain however unexplored until now.

The solution of eq. (45) requires the knowledge of the initial value of the random field

£(0), the parameters of the stochastic Gaussian variable £ and the the time of the linear

development of the instabilities. Accordingly, we have to make several simple and natural

assumptions :

• the intial value of the field £(0) is a ^-function centered at the initial cm. energy of

the collision.

• the parameters of the Gaussian variable £ are supposed to be energy independent

in the studied range of energies 25 < EjA < 90 and will be extracted from a fit of

the production cross section for pions at several subthreshold energies,

• the time duration of the development of the instabilities is supposed to be indepen-

dent of the energy in the range of energies studied.

It is then straitforward to describe the expected limiting probability distribution of the

relative energy field e. If we restrict ourselves to random processes which do not change

the mean value of the energy then the limiting value distribution has the form :

where iV is a known normalization constant, y/s is the width of the Gaussian variable

£ and fi = log(i) + s/2 . è is the mean value of e , in our case it is equal to the

initial cm. energy of a pair of colliding nucléons. According to this picture, the succesive

cascading in the initial phase of the collision do not change the mean value of the energy

but change the distribution, in particular its width and most probable value. In fact, due

to the multiplicative structure of the stochastic evolution equation, the distribution of the



energy of the colliding nucléons lias a very long tail. The presence of the nucléon pairs

which have the energy in this tail allows the subthreshold particle production eventhough

the mean energy is only a fraction of the threshold energy.

6.3 Log - Normal Scaling Low for the Particle Production

The log-normal distribution, corresponding to the Gaussian distribution in variable In X ,

is very different from the Gaussian distribution in A' . By this difference we do not

mean the range of X , which is [-co, oo] for the Gaussian and [0, oo] for the log-

normal distribution. We shall assume that the width <r of the Gaussian distribution is

much smaller than its mean value < X > so that we can confine our studies to the

interval [0, oo] . A simple calculation shows that the two distributions having the same

first and second moment have different values of the higher moments. The log-normal

distribution has much larger values of the high moments, which shows that the large values

of the variable -Y have larger probabilities of occurence in comparison with the Gaussian

distribution 3. In other words, the log-normal distribution favours large fluctuations of

the random variable giving a non-negligible probability that the random variable is above

some threshold even if the value of the threshold is much larger than the mean value

of the random variable. From the structure of the log-normal distribution, it is obvious

that such a distribution occurs in the multiplicative random processes in contrast to the

additive random processes giving rise to the Gaussian distributions.

Now in order to get some estimate of the production cross section, one has to make a

prescription for the production probability whea the energy disponible in the collision is

above the threshold. If one knows the cross section crcou(E — Eth) for the production of

a given meson, then the total production cross section per participant takes the form :

aVT0i = f '°' dEP[E)acM[E - Eth) , (48)
JEth

where Etat is the total energy available in the nucléon - nucléon collision and Eth is the

energy threshold in the free nucléon - nucléon collision.
3The large values of the random variable are most important in the calculation of high moments.
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The production cross sen inn is poorly known near llu% threshold cs|i<vi«lly lor kaon-

and etas. Moreover, one should consider tlie production mechanism far in tin* 1 «til ul ilu1

distribution function as an effective- description of a collective» and in medium mt-cliani-<in

allowing such energy excitations. For these* reasons we shall consider the simplest CJI'M;".

where the production cross section is constant "*. In this special case, the differential crûs-- ~

section per participant for

10

60 80 ' 100
E/A MeV

Figure 6. The total r" prod union i-ru»» .iertion a.i H luiiriioti of tin- boniii fiK'r.s!,y. Tin- »l;iia

[32] and results of Jon-normal Ir :ir«- i)i)nn;ili/cc! ushi.i»' I lie «•mpiriciil m;is> ili>|>i'ii(l(<iici> [:{:{] .

The curve corresponds io ilu* loff-iiormal lit with parameter* .- = 0.2-1 and n,„„ = -\Mnib .

the mesoii production is proi>ortiuual to the probability distribution l'( I:') :

An
—
ill:

f-19)

W e h a v e a l s o inad<- ra l t ' i ih i l i ou^ fur l l n - « r u » M T I I U I I l n - i n ^ p r o p o r t i o n a l l o n p o u r r o f l l i r i<in'

e x c e s s a b o v e t h e t h r e s h o l d T l i i - - • - l i a . l i i l y WUTM- lii for t in- i<ji.;il p r i i i l i i r t i o n iro.s> M ri i o n for -
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Whereas(Tprorf (-IS) contains integrated information about the distribution of

P(E) . the differential.cross-section (4SI) yields a direc-i information about tliedisiribiiiiun

itself. Inserting (47) into eqs. (48). (49) and changing variables : E — - .i- = £'//•.'., OIK-

obtains :

f (lug.r — (log J'y + «/'i))'']

and :

— exp —

da 1
— = - e x p | -
dx .v '

( log . r - (log J-0 + -s/2))j

2s
<Tcc.ll

120 160 200
En (MeV)

I') I

Figure 7. Pion kinetic energy npci-ira al /•.'/.-I = 7-Ll/f I" . "I'lii1 i-xpt<riiiu>iil;il ilnia (point*)

[33] are normalized using the empirical mass dependence [i'i] . The solid curve corresponds lo

log-normal prediction of the particle spectra for parameters determined by lilting the total

ÎT" production cross section.

If Gcall — caiufi and the tulnl disponible energy /•,',„, i> siilliciciil Iv lar««l in i-oiii|iar-

ison with the threshold em-r^\ /;„. . ihcn but h IT,.,.,., mid tln/il.r fur • ti!F<t-rt-ni liadrun>



jr. i). . i. are approximately equal provided :

looxu'^lo».,-,,1"^... .

In other words, for beam energies satisfying :

(£/4) ( g ) = (E/A)M _ (E/A)lK} _

Eth
{::) Eth

M £»,«A»

the log-normal distribution predicts that the total and differential cross-sertious for dif-

ferent produced hadrons are approximately equal :

C - " » : * l

W r ) i(E/A)s) - v

and

80 100
(MeV)

Figure S. Same as in Fig. 7 hut at E/,\ = AXMrY . TIIP ox

[32J .

til dut a aro liom id.



Thé relation (54) of the log-normal scaling law seems to be satisfied by the data [31] .

though more precise data for .To < (EfA)fEn, — 0.12Ô is needed, in particular lor // ami

A' mesons, in order to verify this prediction.

As said before, the-parameter (T,.,,H as well as the width parameter .•> of the siochasiir

variable are the result of the tit ti> the experimental total production cross section for

ir° in the range of beam energies from 25 MeY to 74 MeY [:V2]. Fig. (> shows tin- result

of the log-normal fit of the TT° data. The optimal parameters are aci,n = 4.3H//J and

s = 0.24 . With these parameters, we have plotted the kinetic energy spectra for different

incident energies 74A/el" (Fig. 7). 4SMeV (Fig. S). and 25MeV (Fi#. 9). As can he

seen, the differential cross sections arc also well reproduced except for t lie very low kinei i<

energies of Jr° . where the enhanced - u absorption is expected to play an important role.

This effect is not. included in tlie calculation.

0.1

•a

0.001
20 40 60

E (MeV)

Figure 9. Same as in Fig. 7 but al E/A = 25.1/fl' . The experimental data are from ref.



It should be mentioned thai the exponential fit « exp [—Tk,,,/'j\-)) of tin- rxprrinuMi-

tal data at low kinetic energy of -° yields unrealistirally large "tempéraiun" paraiiu'tri>

excluding the possibility of a thermal origin of produced pions. At E/A = 7-l.\/r \' for

example one finds T^ = 'MjMt \ .

The universal log-normal distribution describes well both the total r" produciion

cross section as well as the - l l -kinetic energy spectra. For largi- kinetic t%n<%ra;ic» uf pi»»n-

at all beam energies, one may notice (see Fig. 7 - 9) some deviation of experiment ;\l point >

from the exponential fit. Unfortunately, the experimental data are not sufficient ly pivcisr

and the form of the distribution P(E) cannot be extracted unambiguously.

(nb) 1

1 0 "

10

io \

60 100 140 180
E/A (MeV)

Figure 10. The total A'+ prtidifrikm rni».-> wfiion as n fimrtion of llu- Iwam »«ii«Tja;y. Tit*-

log-normal results are obtained for KM* *A\W para motors a* ohiaiiifd from i!i<- III of il»> )DI;I)

a-0 production cross SITIion and shown in Fig. (). I'll»1 experimental poiirl ai

E/A = «2.Url- is taken from rrf. [:J5].

An interesting problem is rclaled iu the predictions <»f the model for otlu-



Obviously, one should conserve «lie same distribution r"U"| in tin- relative ciicmn» ul

colliding nucléon pairs, which was determined by fitting the total s-u crus* section a> ;i

function of a beam energy. The possible change can occur only in the production cro»

section <reBu. Here the same uncertainty is present as for the pions: one could «wprci

enhanced production of vector mesons and reduced production of heavy mesons- smo-

other chanels of the production are opened. We expect that these effects are less i lum one

order in the magnitude and since our calculation are very simple, we shall use the sanu-

for all mesons, i.e. we shall assume that the log-normal scaling law ("vl.ôô) is valid.

b
10

10

10

10

10 - 7 .

50 150 250 350 450

E/A (MeV)

Figure 11. Ratio of // - to ~ - loial |>ri>(lrirlinj> rrn.vs sériions a.s » fund ion of tlic liivnri

energy. The result.-, are oliiainrd IIMH» I In- lo.»-iioriii;d M';iliu<> law ("i I ). for 1I111 *aiiif |>;ir;inu-l<M>.

of the distribution in tlu> PIUTR'H1* of roll'ifling nnclcon pairs us found bofon» for liions.

Fig. 10 shows the calculated / \ + total production truss section us <i function of tlit-

beam energy as obtained from the log-normal scaling law (54) for the same distribution

in the energies of colliding nucléons as used to obtain results for -" -(sii* Figs, (i - '.)).



The one experimental point, at E/A = 92A/eV [35] , alone, and does not permit to

test the validity of the log-normal scaling law. As a prediction, in Fig. 11 we show

also the ratio ffprod(7)/<Vod(T) • Unfortunately, no data for etas exist in this range of

x (= (E/A)/Eth) values exist whatsoever.

7 Conclusions

Strong random fluctuations exist in a number of physical problems concerning the evolu-

tion of systems . Origin of these fluctuations is not universal and the theory explaining

their appearance is not yet completed. Nevertheless, in a number of transport prob-

lems for the evolution of scalar fields, e.g. the distribution of concentration, temperature,

energy or the vector fields, like the magnetic field, the origin of structures and strong fluc-

tuations is ultimately related to the randomness of the environment (carrier fluid) which

is the scene of the transport. In this work we have given several examples showing that

in this case the evolution of the system can be often described by the effective evolution

equations of the unstable type. These stochastic equations have generally a multiplicative

structure and the limiting distribution of the random variable in these equations approach

the log-normal statistical distribution. The relevance of this description for nuclear and

particle physics remains a subject of intense studies. One should mention in this context :

the description of multiplicity distribution in hadron and lepton collisions [13] , the role

of random cascading as an origin of dynamical fluctuations in the particle spectra in ul-

trarelativistic collisions of leptons. hadrons and nuclei [36] , the random fragmentation

and inactivation cascade in the nuclear multifragmentation [2S] , and many others. In

this work we have applied these ideas to the problem of particle production in heavy-ion

collisions at beam energies much below the threshold in the nucléon - nucléon collision. In

our model. we envisage evolution of the energy of nucléon pairs as random Wiener pro-

cess in a short correlation medium, which tends to the asymptotic log-normal distribution

of fluctuations in relative energies of colliding nucléons. The two-parameter log-normal

distribution yields a good descritpion of ir° - data for both the total production cross

section and the kinetic energy spectra in the range of beam energies E/A < 90MeV .
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Following these ideas , we have proposed to apply the same distribution of energies

of nucléon pairs for the description of the subthreshold production of other hadrons like

etas or kaons in low energy nuclear collisions. For these particles, the data are practically

inexistant, what makes impossible at the moment to test the range of validity of the log-

normal scaling hypothesis. This scaling relation relates both the total production cross

section and the kinetic energy spectra of say TT, J/ , when the average energy per particle ,

normalized by the respective threshold energy for producing IT ,t] in N - N collision, are

the same in two different reactions.

Scaling laws are rare and very usefull. They both provide a skeleton of a quantita-

tive theory of the studied process and help to define appropriate global variables of this

theory. From that point of view, the applicability of the universal log-normal statistical

distribution of energy fluctuations for the subthreshold production of particles in nuclear

collisions, should be experimentally tested. High precision experiments, aiming at mea-

suring the kinetic energy spectra of produced hadrons , in particular the high energy tails

for pions, etas, kaons, but also the hard photons (.£, > lOOA/eV) would be very usefull.

The language of thermodynamical reduction of nuclear many-body problem, which is

so customary to us. is doubtful for the description of formation of energetic particles in the

tail of the kinetic energy spectra in the low energy heavy-ion collisions. The creation of

pions in the nuclear collision with the beam energy per particle 10—15 times smaller than

the pion rest mas,, is surprising and unexplainable only from thermodynamic standpoint.

Here the description of the processes by which the particles are created, requires going

beyond the thermodynamic description and an average description in a fundamental way.

It remains to be seen whether mathematical language of unstable stochastic equations

and related to it the picture of multiplicative random cascading, could be a basis of our

understanding of "rare" processes in low energy nuclear collisions.
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